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Could anything possibly be more fun than a pig
parade!? You wouldn't think so. But you'd be wrong.
A pig parade is a terrible idea. Pigs hate to march,
refuse to wear the uniforms, don't care about floats,
and insist on playing country music ballads. Those
are just some of the reasons. And trust me, this
hysterical book has plenty more!
Alex just has to convince his mom to let him have an
iguana, so he puts his arguments in writing. He
promises that she won't have to feed it or clean its
cage or even see it if she doesn't want to. Of course
Mom imagines life with a six-foot-long iguana eating
them out of house and home. Alex's reassurances: It
takes fifteen years for an iguana to get that big. I'll
be married by then and probably living in my own
house. and his mom's replies: How are you going to
get a girl to marry you when you own a giant
reptile? will have kids in hysterics as the
negotiations go back and forth through notes. And
the lively, imaginative illustrations show their polar
opposite dreams of life with an iguana.
Hurrah for Essays! All writing lessons should be this
much fun. When cousins Dennis and Mellie decide
to get a dog, they consider carefully what breed
would be best for each family. For example, Dennis
wants a big dog, but Mellie wants tiny. He has no
other pets, but she has other pets that a dog must
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get along with. They consider different dog
personalities, family situations, and personal
preferences. Dennis writes an opinion essay for his
teacher, Mrs. Shirky. But will his essay convince his
parents to get the dog of his dreams? This story
takes a popular subject-kids getting a pet-and adds
dogs of all sizes and shapes: all writing lessons
should be this much fun. In the end, it's cousins and
the dogs that keep a reader turning the page. What
kind of dog will Dennis choose? Will Mellie want the
same kind of dog? PRAISE FROM DOG EXPERTS
"Darcy Pattison does a remarkable job on several
fronts with her wonderful new book I Want A Dog:
My Opinion Essay. She introduces the value of the
written text at an early age to children. This cannot
be emphasized enough in our early classrooms.
With this comes an important lesson regarding the
responsibility of owning and caring for a dog. As
President of the Labrador Retriever Club
representing the breed with the largest number of
dogs I know how imperative responsible dog
ownership is and Darcy does a wonderful job
instilling this at an early age. This is a remarkable
children's book that has a lesson." -Fred Kampo,
President of the Labrador Retriever Club This story
hits many notes: A family story about cousins,
Dennis and Mellie Information on dog breeds
Responsible dog ownership Mentor-text for teaching
writing Model opinion essay for elementary
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students Models the writing process, especially the
importance of pre-writing or planning before you
write Completes the writing process by showing the
results of Dennis's essay I WANT A DOG almost
makes opinion essays look too easy. See other books
in THE READ AND WRITE series: I Want a Cat: My
Opinion Essay My Crazy Dog: My Narrative Essay
(forthcoming) "
This 1992 book explains how people acquire
political information from elites and the mass media
and convert it into political preferences.
From Dissertation to Book, Second Edition
I Wanna New Room
Pick a Picture, Write an Opinion!
The Nature and Origins of Mass Opinion
A Pig Parade Is a Terrible Idea
I Wanna Iguana
Meet Stella, a precocious second grader whose adventures in
writing class are sure to inspire students and motivate them to
write across genres-whether it's narrative, informative,
opinion, or poetry. A joyful peer model whom children can
relate to, Stella shares her experiences as she decides what to
write about, researches and develops her topic, drafts and
revises her piece, and publishes it. An excellent resource for
teachers and students to refer to throughout their year of
writing!
The founder of LinkedIn demonstrates how to apply effective
entrepreneurial strategies to an individual career, explaining
how to navigate modern challenges by becoming more
innovative, self-reliant and networked. 60,000 first printing.
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A portrait of Benjamin Franklin's youngest sister, Jane, reveals
how she was, like her brother, a passionate reader, gifted
writer, and shrewd political commentator who made insightful
observations about early America.
Hi! I'm Katie Woo. I am writing an opinion piece for my
school paper. I wasn't sure what to write about until JoJo and
Pedro made me mad. Now I'm going to tell everyone just what
rotten friends they can be. While I'm at it, I'll teach you how
to write an opinion piece, too.
I Want a Cat
Insider Secrets from Top Op-Ed Columnists
High-interest activities in geometry
Rev Up Your Writing in Opinion Pieces
Social Capital
The Year Civilization Collapsed
High interest activities: mathematics (RIC100) and geometry
(RIC101 )
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New
York Times Bestselling picture book biography series from
historian and author Brad Meltzer. Even as a child, Martin
Luther King, Jr. was shocked by the terrible and unfair way
African-American people were treated. When he grew up, he
decided to do something about it--peacefully, with powerful
words. He helped gather people together for nonviolent
protests and marches, and he always spoke up about loving
other human beings and doing what's right. He spoke about the
dream of a kinder future, and bravely led the way toward racial
equality in America. This lively, New York Times Bestselling
biography series inspires kids to dream big, one great role
model at a time. You'll want to collect each book.
The inspirational bestseller that ignited a movement and asked
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us to find our WHY Discover the book that is captivating
millions on TikTok and that served as the basis for one of the
most popular TED Talks of all time—with more than 56 million
views and counting. Over a decade ago, Simon Sinek started a
movement that inspired millions to demand purpose at work,
to ask what was the WHY of their organization. Since then,
millions have been touched by the power of his ideas, and
these ideas remain as relevant and timely as ever. START
WITH WHY asks (and answers) the questions: why are some
people and organizations more innovative, more influential,
and more profitable than others? Why do some command
greater loyalty from customers and employees alike? Even
among the successful, why are so few able to repeat their
success over and over? People like Martin Luther King Jr.,
Steve Jobs, and the Wright Brothers had little in common, but
they all started with WHY. They realized that people won't
truly buy into a product, service, movement, or idea until they
understand the WHY behind it. START WITH WHY shows
that the leaders who have had the greatest influence in the
world all think, act and communicate the same way—and it's the
opposite of what everyone else does. Sinek calls this powerful
idea The Golden Circle, and it provides a framework upon
which organizations can be built, movements can be led, and
people can be inspired. And it all starts with WHY.
The bestselling workbook and grammar guide, revised and
updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching
grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens
of reproducible quizzes, and pre- and post-tests to help teach
grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL
students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining
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workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple
and fun. This updated 12th edition reflects the latest updates to
English usage and grammar, and includes answers to all
reproducible quizzes to facilitate self-assessment and learning.
Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, offering
"just the facts" on English grammar, punctuation, and usage
Fully updated to reflect the latest rules, along with even more
quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for
students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and
abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules
and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue
Book of Grammar and Punctuation offers comprehensive,
straightforward instruction.
The Inheritance Games
My Opinion Essay
Greenwich Park
A Difference of Opinion
It's Your Customer's Opinion That Counts
Opinion Writing
?Some of the most experienced and thoughtful
research experts in the world have contributed to
this comprehensive Handbook, which should have a
place on every serious survey researcher?s
bookshelf? - Sir Robert Worcester, Founder of MORI
and President of WAPOR ?82-?84. ?This is the book I
have been waiting for. It not only reflects the state of
the art, but will most likely also shape public opinion
on public opinion research? - Olof Petersson,
Professor of political science, SNS, Stockholm,
Sweden ?The Handbook of Public Opinion Research
is very authoritative, well organized, and sensitive to
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key issues in opinion research around the world. It
will be my first choice as a general reference book
for orienting users and training producers of opinion
polls in Southeast Asia? - Mahar K. Mangahas, Ph.D.,
President of Social Weather Stations, Philippines
(www.sws.org.ph) ?This is the most comprehensive
book on public opinion research to date? - Robert
Ting-Yiu Chung, Secretary-Treasurer, World
Association for Public Opinion Research (WAPOR);
Director of Public Opinion Programme, The
University of Hong Kong Public opinion theory and
research are becoming increasingly significant in
modern societies as people?s attitudes and
behaviours become ever more volatile and opinion
poll data becomes ever more readily available. This
major new Handbook is the first to bring together
into one volume the whole field of public opinion
theory, research methodology, and the political and
social embeddedness of polls in modern societies. It
comprehensively maps out the state-of-the-art in
contemporary scholarship on these topics. With over
fifty chapters written by distinguished international
researchers, both academic and from the
commercial sector, this Handbook is designed to: give the reader an overview of the most important
concepts included in and surrounding the term
?public opinion? and its application in modern social
research - present the basic empirical concepts for
assessing public opinion and opinion changes in
society - provide an overview of the social, political
and legal status of public opinion research, how it is
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perceived by the public and by journalists, and how
it is used by governments - offer a review of the role
and use of surveys for selected special fields of
application, ranging from their use in legal cases to
the use of polls in marketing and campaigns. The
Handbook of Public Opinion Research provides an
indispensable resource for both practitioners and
students alike.
Local newspapers can hold back the rising tide of
political division in America by turning away from
the partisan battles in Washington and focusing their
opinion page on local issues. When a local
newspaper in California dropped national politics
from its opinion page, the resulting space filled with
local writers and issues. We use a pre-registered
analysis plan to show that after this quasiexperiment, politically engaged people did not feel
as far apart from members of the opposing party,
compared to those in a similar community whose
newspaper did not change. While it may not cure all
of the imbalances and inequities in opinion
journalism, an opinion page that ignores national
politics could help local newspapers push back
against political polarization.
Opinions from a Child's PerspectiveMaddie is a
young girl who has strong opinions and believes
hers are always the best. She is surprised when she
realizes that not everyone shares her opinions,
however, at the end she comes to find that even her
own opinions can change when she broadens her
thinking.This book makes a perfect mentor text for
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young writers exploring opinion writing
"Introduces readers to the key steps in writing an
opinion piece through the use of examples and
exercises"--Provided by publisher.
Your Opinion Doesn't Matter
How Civil Wars Start
Start with Why
Red is Best
Writing Opinion for Impact
A hilarious, timely conversation about the differences between
facts and opinions, by the creator of the #1 New York Times
bestseller Goodnight Goon Do you know the difference
between a fact and an opinion? It can be a hard thing to
understand. Some things are facts--like the number of robots in
this book. Other things are opinions--like which robot would
make the best friend, or which robot dances best. And
sometimes to tell the difference between a fact and an opinion,
you need to wait to get more information--that's because facts
can be proven true or false, and opinions are things you feel
and believe--but that you can't prove. Mike Rex introduces
young readers to the very important distinction between facts
and opinions, and he reminds us that it is nice to listen to one
another's opinions, and to stand up for the facts!
Social capital is a principal concept across the social sciences
and has readily entered into mainstream discourse. In short, it
is popular. However, this popularity has taken its toll. Social
capital suffers from a lack of consensus because of the varied
ways it is measured, defined, and deployed by different
researchers. It has been put to work in ways that stretch and
confuse its conceptual value, blurring the lines between
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networks, trust, civic engagement, and any type of
collaborative action. This clear and concise volume presents
the diverse theoretical approaches of scholars from Marx,
Coleman, and Bourdieu to Putnam, Fukuyama, and Lin,
carefully analyzing their commonalities and differences.
Joonmo Son categorizes this wealth of work according to
whether its focus is on the necessary preconditions for social
capital, its structural basis, or its production. He distinguishes
between individual and collective social capital (from shared
resources of a personal network to pooled assets of a whole
society), and interrogates the practical impact social capital
has had in various policy areas (from health to economic
development). Social Capital will be of immense value to
readers across the social sciences and practitioners in relevant
fields seeking to understand this mercurial concept.
What happens to a Union sympathizer in a staunchly
Confederate town? In the historical novel A Difference of
Opinion, author Nancy Dane brings alive a time in Arkansas
when the word rebel is synonymous with patriot. Once
beloved neighbors become enemies. Almost too late, one
young woman, Nelda Horton, discovers that deception can
wear many faces. A Difference of Opinion is based on the
documentary history Tattered Glory, also compiled by the
author.
This book demonstrates a simple and proven Market Analysis
Positioning (MAP) System designed to develop growth
strategies that help small businesses accelerate their sales and
share. The MAP System has one purpose-to strengthen your
market position by analysing the voice of your customer. If
you are a small-business owner, start-up, or entrepreneuranyone with marketing or sales responsibilities-this book can
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help you deal with the unrelenting pressure of growing your
business. The premise is simple: A great idea, product, or
service isn't enough to survive in today's competitive
marketplace; to truly thrive, you need to accept the fact that it's
your customer's opinion that counts. This book melds the
process of strategic planning with the practice of marketing. It
is a practical and somewhat irreverent how-to guide that
demonstrates the MAP System. A proven system designed to
help grow your enterprise, it has been thoroughly researched
and refined through hundreds of real-world business situations.
How Local Newspapers Can Slow Polarization
Book of Ages
Judicial Opinion Writing Handbook
The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
Home Style Opinion
I Am Martin Luther King, Jr
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A leading
political scientist examines the dramatic rise in
violent extremism around the globe and sounds
the alarm on the increasing likelihood of a
second civil war in the United States “Required
reading for anyone invested in preserving our
246-year experiment in self-government.”—The
New York Times Book Review ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF 2022 SO FAR: Esquire, Financial
Times Political violence rips apart several towns
in southwest Texas. A far-right militia plots to
kidnap the governor of Michigan and try her for
treason. An armed mob of Trump supporters and
conspiracy theorists storms the U.S. Capitol. Are
these isolated incidents? Or is this the start of
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something bigger? Barbara F. Walter has spent
her career studying civil conflict in places like
Iraq, Ukraine, and Sri Lanka, but now she has
become increasingly worried about her own
country. Perhaps surprisingly, both autocracies
and healthy democracies are largely immune
from civil war; it’s the countries in the middle
ground that are most vulnerable. And this is
where more and more countries, including the
United States, are finding themselves today. Over
the last two decades, the number of active civil
wars around the world has almost doubled.
Walter reveals the warning signs—where wars
tend to start, who initiates them, what triggers
them—and why some countries tip over into
conflict while others remain stable. Drawing on
the latest international research and lessons
from over twenty countries, Walter identifies the
crucial risk factors, from democratic backsliding
to factionalization and the politics of resentment.
A civil war today won’t look like America in the
1860s, Russia in the 1920s, or Spain in the
1930s. It will begin with sporadic acts of violence
and terror, accelerated by social media. It will
sneak up on us and leave us wondering how we
could have been so blind. In this urgent and
insightful book, Walter redefines civil war for a
new age, providing the framework we need to
confront the danger we now face—and the
knowledge to stop it before it’s too late.
In 1177 B.C., marauding groups known only as
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the "Sea Peoples" invaded Egypt. The pharaoh's
army and navy managed to defeat them, but the
victory so weakened Egypt that it soon slid into
decline, as did most of the surrounding
civilizations. After centuries of brilliance, the
civilized world of the Bronze Age came to an
abrupt and cataclysmic end. Kingdoms fell like
dominoes over the course of just a few decades.
No more Minoans or Mycenaeans. No more
Trojans, Hittites, or Babylonians. The thriving
economy and cultures of the late second
millennium B.C., which had stretched from
Greece to Egypt and Mesopotamia, suddenly
ceased to exist, along with writing systems,
technology, and monumental architecture. But
the Sea Peoples alone could not have caused such
widespread breakdown. How did it happen? In
this major new account of the causes of this
"First Dark Ages," Eric Cline tells the gripping
story of how the end was brought about by
multiple interconnected failures, ranging from
invasion and revolt to earthquakes, drought, and
the cutting of international trade routes.
Bringing to life the vibrant multicultural world of
these great civilizations, he draws a sweeping
panorama of the empires and globalized peoples
of the Late Bronze Age and shows that it was
their very interdependence that hastened their
dramatic collapse and ushered in a dark age that
lasted centuries. A compelling combination of
narrative and the latest scholarship, 1177 B.C.
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sheds new light on the complex ties that gave rise
to, and ultimately destroyed, the flourishing
civilizations of the Late Bronze Age—and that set
the stage for the emergence of classical Greece.
Pick a Picture, Write an Opinion!Capstone
The Art of Opinion Writing is a highly
educational guidebook featuring advice from oped columnists who are winners of the Pulitzer
Prize and many of journalism's highest awards.
This book won a category First Place in the 2014
New England Book Festival. Featured columnists
represent both liberal and conservative
commentary. In their own words, they share
motivations, what has sustained and contributed
to career longevity, as well as techniques and
strategies for writing outstanding commentary.
Specialties within opinion writing are examined,
such as politics, foreign affairs, pop culture, race,
gender, education, investigative, and spiritual oped perspectives. Aspiring columnists will be
encouraged by the variety of personalities and
approaches. This book is used in national and
international university journalism courses, such
as Johns Hopkins University and Bennett
University in New Delhi, India. This book has a
Chinese translation and used in university
courses in China.
What Do You Think, Katie?
The SAGE Handbook of Public Opinion Research
I Want a Dog
Writing an Opinion Piece with Katie Woo
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You Can Write a Terrific Opinion Piece
Stella Writes an Opinion
This book is based on real life experiences where the
possibility of the living being able to communicate with
the deceased is investigated. The belief in reincarnation
and life after death raises a tantalising question: Can the
living communicate with the dead? Most churchmen and
scientists are sceptical, but many people, including
churchmen and scientists, believe such a thing is
possible. The belief in the immortal soul is a dogma of
Christianity (resurrection), Hinduism (reincarnation or
samsara), Islam (Day of Judgement), Judaism (sheol),
and the Shona (NyikaDzimu). Moreover, man has been
familiar with the concept of life after death since time
immemorial. Immortality has been rejected by those who
feel its only basis is wishful thinking that when the body
dies, the personality dies with it because it is part of the
physical body. Believers can cite the resurrection of
Jesus, and maintain that since life on earth is not
completely fulfilled an afterlife is necessary for
completion. Another argument in favour of an afterlife is
that since matter and energy may be transformed but not
destroyed, neither can personality, which exists just as
do the elements in nature, be destroyed. In many of the
ancient societies, including Egypt and Greece, dreaming
was considered a supernatural communication or a
means of divine intervention, whose message could be
unravelled by those with certain powers. In modern
times, various schools of psychology have offered
theories about the meaning of dreams. In
Communication with the Deceased is meant to serve
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only as a basis for reflection in order for the reader to
examine all the clues and then derive further meaning
from specific circumstances of his/her own dreams. To
be able to interpret a dream, one does not need to have
an academic degree in psychology. What is important is
to use one's instinct and common sense. Try to develop
your own personal insights into what the common
symbols in your dreams mean. When it comes to dream
symbols, there are no equivocally universal rules or
meanings. Dreams dictionaries help by providing hints at
the meaning of symbols that appear in one's dreams.
This book is of value to those studying psychology and
those participating
"Introduces opinion writing to children using photographs
as idea prompts"-Don't miss this New York Times bestselling "impossible
to put down" (Buzzfeed) novel with deadly stakes,
thrilling twists, and juicy secrets--perfect for fans of One
of Us is Lying and Knives Out. Avery Grambs has a plan
for a better future: survive high school, win a scholarship,
and get out. But her fortunes change in an instant when
billionaire Tobias Hawthorne dies and leaves Avery
virtually his entire fortune. The catch? Avery has no idea
why--or even who Tobias Hawthorne is. To receive her
inheritance, Avery must move into sprawling, secret
passage-filled Hawthorne House where every room
bears the old man's touch--and his love of puzzles,
riddles, and codes. Unfortunately for Avery, Hawthorne
House is also occupied by the family that Tobias
Hawthorne just dispossessed. This includes the four
Hawthorne grandsons: dangerous, magnetic, brilliant
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boys who grew up with every expectation that one day
they would inherit billions. Heir apparent Grayson
Hawthorne is convinced that Avery must be a
conwoman, and he's determined to take her down. His
brother, Jameson, views her as their grandfather's last
hurrah: a twisted riddle, a puzzle to be solved. Caught in
a world of wealth and privilege, with danger around every
turn, Avery will have to play the game herself just to
survive.
A hilarious companion to I Wanna Iguana. Ever since
their baby sister came along, Alex has been forced to
share a room with his little brother, Ethan, and it's a
nightmare. Ethan always breaks stuff, snores like a
walrus, and sticks crayons up his nose. No hardworking,
well-behaved, practically grown-up boy like Alex should
have to put up with that! Writing letters to his mom
convinced her to let him get his pet iguana, so Alex puts
pencil to paper again, this time determined to get his own
room. Though all of his powers of persuasion can't get
his dad to expand the house, he does come through with
a fun alternative to give Alex some space of his own.
An Easy-to-Use Guide with Clear Rules, Real-World
Examples, and Reproducible Quizzes
The Life and Opinions of Jane Franklin
Writing Outstanding Opinion Pieces
In My Opinion
Stylish Academic Writing
And How to Stop Them

Elegant ideas deserve elegant
expression. Sword dispels the myth that
you can’t get published without writing
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wordy, impersonal prose. For scholars
frustrated with disciplinary
conventions or eager to write for a
larger audience, here are imaginative,
practical, witty pointers that show how
to make articles and books enjoyable to
read—and to write.
Newspaper, magazine, and web editors
are desperate for new voices and
anyone, in any field, can break in. So
why not you? Over the last two decades,
writing professor Susan Shapiro has
taught more than 25,000 students of all
ages and backgrounds at NYU, Columbia,
Temple, The New School, and Harvard
University. Now in The Byline Bible she
reveals the wildly popular "Instant
Gratification Takes Too Long" technique
she's perfected, sharing how to land
impressive clips to start or re-launch
your career. In frank and funny prose,
the bestselling author of 12 books
walks you through every stage of
crafting and selling short nonfiction
pieces. She shows you how to spot
trendy subjects, where to start, finish
and edit, and divulges specific steps
to submit work, have it accepted, get
paid, and see your byline in your
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favorite publication in lightning
speed. With a foreword by Peter
Catapano, long-time editor at the New
York Times where many of Shapiro’s
pupils have first seen print, this book
offers everything you need to learn to
write and sell your story in five weeks
or less, including: • How to craft a
cover letter and subject heading to get
read and reviewed quickly • Who pay for
essays, op-eds, regional, humor, or
service pieces from unknown writers •
Ways to follow up, build on your
success, land a TV or radio spot,
become a regular contributor, staff
writer, and find a literary agent for
your book with one amazing clip Whether
you're just starting out or ready to
enhance your professional portfolio,
this essential guide will prove that
three pages can change your life.
Hurrah for Essays! All writing lessons
should be this much fun. When cousins
Mellie and Dennis decide to get a cat,
they consider carefully what breed
would be best for each family. For
example, Mellie wants a cat that
pounces, but Dennis wants a lazy cat,
like his lazy dog, Clark Kent. Mellie
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wants a lap cat, but Dennis just wants
a warm body BESIDE him. They consider
different cat personalities, family
situations, and personal preferences.
Mellie writes an opinion essay for her
teacher, Mr. Eagle. But will her essay
convince her parents to get the cat of
her dreams? This story takes a popular
subject-kids getting a pet-and adds
cats of all sizes and shapes: all
writing lessons should be this much
fun. In the end, it's the cousins and
the cats that keep a reader turning the
page. What kind of cat will Mellie
choose? Will Dennis want the same kind
of cat? PRAISE FROM CAT EXPERTS "This
is an absolutely delightful book
intended for children, but actually one
that is informative for adults as well,
it reinforces the importance of
considering various factors when
selecting a cat as a pet. The two
cousins are exchanging thoughts about
their lifestyles and priorities. They
each have a vision of their 'ideal
cat.' Though every cat is an
individual, the book expresses the
value of predictable personality traits
and other characteristics of various
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pedigreed cat breeds. It is a charming
story of the two children each going
through the process of finding a cat
who best fits their own preferences.
The playful illustrations compliment
the humorous and educational quality of
the book." Joan Miller, Cahir, CFA
Outreach and Education, Cat Fancier's
Association This is quite simply as
informative a cat book as any text out
there. Each selected breed pinpoints
the single most important trait to know
about it before choosing a cat
'purrfect' for you. Although written
from a child's perspective, it makes
clear sense to readers of all ages. As
a cat lover and Maine Coon Cat breeder
and enthusiast, I was thrilled with the
spot on description and story of this
beloved breed. - Alexis Mitchell,
Syracoon/Furensics, Maine Coon Cat
Breed Council Secretary, Maine Coon Cat
breeders of CFA "I Want a Cat: An
Opinion Essay" by Darcy Pattison is a
delightful book. Being both a teacher
who works with dyslexic students, and a
breeder of pedigreed cats, I would
highly recommend this book to young
writers. The importance of good writing
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skills are stressed by using a creative
and entertaining story. It would be a
book that I would recommend to my
colleagues who teach younger students.
I also like that the book introduces
several breeds of pedigreed cats, as
well as responsible pet ownership in
using criteria to determine what breed
of cat is best for suited for their
families. It is refreshing to see
responsible pet ownership presented to
younger children. " - Julie Keyer,
Faculty, The Lewis School of Princeton,
CFA Breed Council Secretary, Oriental
Cats This story hits many notes: A
family story about cousins, Mellie and
Dennis Information on cat breeds
Responsible cat ownership Mentor-text
for teaching writing Model opinion
essay for elementary students Models
the writing process, especially the
importance of pre-writing or planning
before you write Completes the writing
process by showing the results of
Dennis's essay I WANT A CAT almost
makes opinion essays look too easy. See
other books in THE READ AND WRITE
series: I Want a Dog: My Opinion Essay
My Crazy Dog: My Narrative Essay
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(forthcoming)"
When a dissertation crosses my desk, I
usually want to grab it by its
metaphorical lapels and give it a good
shake. “You know something!” I would
say if it could hear me. “Now tell it
to us in language we can understand!”
Since its publication in 2005, From
Dissertation to Book has helped
thousands of young academic authors get
their books beyond the thesis committee
and into the hands of interested
publishers and general readers. Now
revised and updated to reflect the
evolution of scholarly publishing, this
edition includes a new chapter arguing
that the future of academic writing is
in the hands of young scholars who must
create work that meets the broader
expectations of readers rather than the
narrow requirements of academic
committees. At the heart of From
Dissertation to Book is the idea that
revising the dissertation is
fundamentally a process of shifting its
focus from the concerns of a narrow
audience—a committee or advisors—to
those of a broader scholarly audience
that wants writing to be both
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informative and engaging. William
Germano offers clear guidance on how to
do this, with advice on such topics as
rethinking the table of contents,
taming runaway footnotes, shaping
chapter length, and confronting the
limitations of jargon, alongside
helpful timetables for light or heavy
revision. Germano draws on his years of
experience in both academia and
publishing to show writers how to turn
a dissertation into a book that an
audience will actually enjoy, whether
reading on a page or a screen. Germano
also acknowledges that not all
dissertations can or even should become
books and explores other, often
overlooked, options, such as turning
them into journal articles or chapters
in an edited work. With clear
directions, engaging examples, and an
eye for the idiosyncrasies of academic
writing, From Dissertation to Book
reveals to recent PhDs the secrets of
careful and thoughtful revision—a skill
that will be truly invaluable as they
add “author” to their curriculum vitae.
Stella Writes Set
1177 B.C.
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The Byline Bible
Public Opinion
Facts Vs. Opinions Vs. Robots
The Start-up of You
Want to write an outstanding opinion piece? Follow
these steps to write a commentary, letter to the
editor, review, or other opinion piece. Learn how to
select a topic, gather supporting facts, organize your
thoughts, revise your work, and more!
Kelly's mom doesn't understand all of the reasons
why red is the best color. Through minimal text and
elegant illustration, Kelly shows her mom why juice
tastes better in the red cup, red pyjamas keep the
monsters away at night, and red boots take bigger
steps. Red is Best is the classic best-selling picture
book by Kathy Stinson and Robin Baird Lewis,
available now as an e-book.
“Meticulously crafted and deeply satisfying...a firstclass psychological thriller.”? —Charlotte Philby,
author of Part of the Family A twisty, whip-smart
debut thriller, as electrifying as the #1 New York
Times bestseller The Girl on the Train, about
impending motherhood, unreliable friendship, and
the high price of keeping secrets. Helen’s idyllic
life—handsome architect husband, gorgeous
Victorian house, and cherished baby on the way
(after years of trying)—begins to change the day she
attends her first prenatal class and meets Rachel, an
unpredictable single mother-to-be. Rachel doesn’t
seem very maternal: she smokes, drinks, and
professes little interest in parenthood. Still, Helen is
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drawn to her. Maybe Rachel just needs a friend. And
to be honest, Helen’s a bit lonely herself. At least
Rachel is fun to be with. She makes Helen laugh,
invites her confidences, and distracts her from her
fears. But her increasingly erratic behavior is
unsettling. And Helen’s not the only one who’s
noticed. Her friends and family begin to suspect that
her strange new friend may be linked to their shared
history in unexpected ways. When Rachel threatens
to expose a past crime that could destroy all of their
lives, it becomes clear that there are more than a few
secrets laying beneath the broad-leaved trees and
warm lamplight of Greenwich Park.
Guide students through writing about their opinion
using Stella's experiences as she chooses a topic,
states her opinion, and lists supporting reasons.
How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action
Get Published in Five Weeks
The Art of Opinion Writing
Nomadland: Surviving America in the Twenty-First
Century

Presents an overview of opinion pieces, including the form's
purpose, elements, traits, and how it expresses ideas.
Today, newspapers and magazines publish writing very similar
in substance, style and structure. Writing Opinion for Impact
will therefore be valuable to students of opinion and editorial
writing, critical writing, and personalized feature and column
writing for newspapers and magazines alike.
The inspiration for Chloé Zhao's 2020 Golden Lion awardwinning film starring Frances McDormand. "People who
thought the 2008 financial collapse was over a long time ago
need to meet the people Jessica Bruder got to know in this
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scorching, beautifully written, vivid, disturbing (and
occasionally wryly funny) book." —Rebecca Solnit From the
beet fields of North Dakota to the campgrounds of California to
Amazon’s CamperForce program in Texas, employers have
discovered a new, low-cost labor pool, made up largely of
transient older adults. These invisible casualties of the Great
Recession have taken to the road by the tens of thousands in
RVs and modified vans, forming a growing community of
nomads. Nomadland tells a revelatory tale of the dark
underbelly of the American economy—one which foreshadows
the precarious future that may await many more of us. At the
same time, it celebrates the exceptional resilience and
creativity of these Americans who have given up ordinary
rootedness to survive, but have not given up hope.
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